
NAME: _________________ DATE: _________________

Complete the following paragraphs about the Apollo 11 Moon landing using the words 
provided in the word bank below. You may use each word only once.

crew          hatch          kilometres          Tranquillity          cabin
propelled          splashed          leap          anniversary          space

samples          manned          spacecraft          orbit          moonwalk
launched          error          module          surface          astronauts

2019 is the fiftieth (1)_____________ of the Apollo 11 Moon landing when man first walked 

on the Moon. 

On July 16, 1969, Apollo 11 was (2)_____________ into space by a Saturn V rocket from the 

Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The (3)_____________ was made up of three courageous 

(4)_____________: Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edward “Buzz” Aldrin. The 

(5)_____________ had three parts: a command module, known as “Columbia” (which had a 

(6)_____________ for the three astronauts); a service module which (7)_____________ the 

command module and supported it with oxygen and water; and a lunar  (8)_____________ 

called “Eagle”.

When “Eagle” landed on the Moon in the Sea of (9)_____________, Armstrong and Aldrin 

prepared themselves for their (10)_____________. The next day, Armstrong squeezed 

through “Eagle’s” (11)_____________, stepped onto the Moon’s (12)_____________ and 

declared, “That’s one small step for man, one giant (13)_____________ for mankind.” He 

was soon joined by Aldrin and the two men began collecting soil (14)_____________ and 

rocks and planted the American flag. Meanwhile, Michael Collins remained in “Columbia” in 

lunar (15)_____________ all alone waiting for his two colleagues to finish their tasks.
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NAME: _________________ DATE: _________________

Total Score: _____ / 20How well did you do?

Although the spacecraft had travelled hundreds of thousands of (16)_____________ to 

reach the Moon, many people feared that it would be impossible for the men to return safely. 

One small (17)_____________ would have meant the spacecraft would have missed the 

Earth and the astronauts would have died in (18)_____________. However, on July 24 they 

(19)_____________ down safely in the Pacific Ocean. Since then, there have been five more 

successful (20)_____________ missions to the Moon.
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(1) anniversary
(2) launched
(3) crew
(4) astronauts
(5) spacecraft
(6) cabin
(7) propelled
(8) module
(9) Tranquillity
(10) moonwalk
(11) hatch
(12) surface
(13) leap
(14) samples
(15) orbit
(16) kilometres
(17) error
(18) space
(19) splashed
(20) manned
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2019 is the fiftieth (1) anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing when man first walked 

on the Moon. 

On July 16, 1969, Apollo 11 was (2) launched into space by a Saturn V rocket from the 

Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The (3) crew was made up of three courageous (4) 

astronauts: Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edward “Buzz” Aldrin. The (5) spacecraft 

had three parts: a command module, known as “Columbia” (which had a (6) cabin for 

the three astronauts); a service module which (7) propelled the command module and 

supported it with oxygen and water; and a lunar (8) module called “Eagle”.

When “Eagle” landed on the Moon in the Sea of (9) Tranquillity, Armstrong and Aldrin 

prepared themselves for their (10) moonwalk. The next day, Armstrong squeezed through 

“Eagle’s” (11) hatch, stepped onto the Moon’s (12) surface and declared, “That’s one small 

step for man, one giant (13) leap for mankind.” He was soon joined by Aldrin and the 

two men began collecting soil (14) samples and rocks and planted the American flag. 

Meanwhile, Michael Collins remained in “Columbia” in lunar (15) orbit all alone waiting 

for his two colleagues to finish their tasks.

Although the spacecraft had travelled hundreds of thousands of (16) kilometres to reach 

the Moon, many people feared that it would be impossible for the men to return safely. 

One small (17) error would have meant the spacecraft would have missed the Earth and 

the astronauts would have died in (18) space. However, on July 24 they (19) splashed 

down safely in the Pacific Ocean. Since then, there have been five more successful (20) 

manned missions to the Moon.
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